
Curriculum Map – Physical Science   
Integrating NGSS  

 
Quarter 1 Quarter 2 

 
Scientific Skills 

6 weeks 
 

Discipline Proficiencies 
1. By the end of middle school, the CMS students 

will be able to construct, interpret, and analyze 
models to build understanding and test ideas. 

2. By the end of middle school, the CMS students 
will effectively obtain and communicate 
scientifically valid evidence in a number of ways 
(qualitatively, ie. written, verbally; quantitatively 
ie. graphically, mathematically) to support a 
claim.  

 

 
Energy Transfer 

5 weeks 
MS-LS3-3 
MS-LS3-4 
MS-LS3-5 

MS-ETS 1-3 
MS- ETS 1-4 

 
Discipline Proficiencies 

2. By the end of middle school, the CMS students will be 
able to analyze information from several sources 
(written, graphical, verbal, mathematical) to draw 
scientifically valid conclusions. 

4. By the end of middle school, the CMS students will be 
able to ask questions in order to design and carry out 
scientific investigations. 

5. By the end of middle school, the CMS students will  
identify problems in order to engineer (design), 
implement, and refine solutions. 

 

 
Forces and Motion 

11 weeks 
MS-PS 2-1 
MS-PS 2-2 
MS-PS 3-1 

MS-PS 3-2 
MS-PS 3-5 

 
Discipline Proficiencies 

1. By the end of middle school, the CMS 
students will be able to construct, interpret, 
and analyze models to build understanding 
and test ideas. 

3.  By the end of middle school, the CMS 
students will effectively obtain and 
communicate scientifically valid evidence in 
a number of ways (qualitatively, ie. written, 
verbally; quantitatively ie. graphically, 
mathematically) to support a claim. 

4. By the end of middle school, the CMS 
students will be able to ask questions in 
order to design and carry out scientific 
investigations. 

5. By the end of middle school, the CMS 
students will identify problems in order to 
engineer (design), implement, and refine 
solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Quarter 3 

https://docs.google.com/a/colchestersd.org/document/d/1V3DQ66LYVtFtLXsLR0El5FqHI9p0BwRUNm-csA8xIyA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/colchestersd.org/document/d/1V3DQ66LYVtFtLXsLR0El5FqHI9p0BwRUNm-csA8xIyA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/colchestersd.org/document/d/1prkzhwZ4IBhB0vrPGnRD0vtnlGWJ4JlkQEK5l5jrgvg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/colchestersd.org/document/d/16Dn_dsED0EKtJByMVCHRdiQpWudnLJ1-iQlWM6U3ZVI/edit?usp=sharing


 
Matter and Its Interactions 

 
11 weeks 

MS-PS1-1 
MS-PS1-2 
MS-PS1-3 
MS-PS1-4 
MS-PS1-5 
MS-PS1-6 

 
Discipline Proficiencies 

1. By the end of middle school, the CMS students will be able to construct, interpret, and analyze models to build understanding and test ideas. 
3.  By the end of middle school, the CMS students will effectively obtain and communicate scientifically valid evidence in a number of ways (qualitatively, ie. written, 

verbally; quantitatively ie. graphically, mathematically) to support a claim. 
5. By the end of middle school, the CMS students will  identify problems in order to engineer (design), implement, and refine solutions.  

 
 

Quarter 4 

 
Waves and Their Applications in Technology 

for   Information Transfer 
 

4 weeks 
MS-PS4-1 
MS-PS4-2 
MS-PS4-3 

 
Discipline Proficiencies 

1. By the end of middle school, the CMS students will be 
able to construct, interpret, and analyze models to build 
understanding and test ideas. 

 
 

Electric and Magnetic Forces 
 

3 weeks 
MS-LS 2-3 
MS-LS 2-5 
MS-LS 3-2 
MS-ETS1-2 

 
Discipline Proficiencies 

2.   By the end of middle school, the CMS students will be able to analyze information from 
several sources (written, graphical, verbal, mathematical) to draw scientifically valid 
conclusions. 

 

https://docs.google.com/a/colchestersd.org/document/d/1sWRVWm7m2PTELG32WJclNU6_S87tcnMilO49CKd2OQg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/colchestersd.org/document/d/1BqgcUVBUs1mTz-AYhMO847g2Uffrg_NuRID31_M5v1w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/colchestersd.org/document/d/1BqgcUVBUs1mTz-AYhMO847g2Uffrg_NuRID31_M5v1w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/colchestersd.org/document/d/1c6jlVuMq90u11UFcqMgnk3BrZ_EmORzWLuKTU2lqWWI/edit?usp=sharing

